
Computing with sets of probability measuresFabio Gagliardi CozmanEsola Polit�enia, Univ. de S~ao PauloS~ao Paulo, SP - BrazilJos�e Carlos Ferreira da RohaUniv. Estadual de Ponta GrossaPonta Grossa, PR - BrazilCassio Polpo de CamposPontif��ia Universidade Cat�oliaS~ao Paulo, SP - BrazilThe omputational manipulation of probability measures often requires thetreatment of interval values, not only due to numerial errors, but also due tomore fundamental diÆulties: we may want to model impreise beliefs; we mayhave inomplete knowledge about probability values; we may be interested inmerging beliefs from groups of experts; and we may wish to verify the e�et ofperturbations in probabilisti models [2, 17℄. Suh diÆulties have often led tothe study of interval probability and related theories. The goal of this paper isto present a brief overview of methods and results that an be relevant to thevalidated manipulation of probabilisti models.The most general representation for impreision in probabilisti models seemsto be provided by the theory of sets of probabilities (alled redal sets [13℄). Inthis work we fous on losed onvex redal sets; there are axiomati deriva-tions of suh redal sets and other variants [12, 16, 17℄. Consider two examples.First, onsider a binary variable X and the set of measures de�ned by the in-terval P (X = x0) 2 [0:3; 0:4℄, where P (X = x0) is the probability of the eventfX = x0g | here a single interval an de�ne the entire redal set. Seond,onsider a variable Y that an take three values, fy0; y1; y2g. A probabilitydistribution for Y is entirely de�ned by a three-valued vetor fp0; p1; p2g suhthat pi � 0 and Pi pi = 1. We an build a redal set by taking a distributionp(Y ) and onsidering the set of all distributions r(Y ) suh that the di�erenejR(A) � P (A) j is always smaller than some positive � for any event A (whereR(�) is the measure indued by r(Y ) and P (�) is the measure indued by p(Y )).This type of redal set is alled a total variation neighborhood in robust statis-tis [10℄.Given a redal set Q(X), we an obtain upper expetations for any boundedfuntion: E[f(X)℄ = maxP2QEP [f(X)℄. Likewise, we an de�ne lower expe-1



tations: E[f(X)℄ = minP2QEP [f(X)℄. Lower and upper expetations de�neexpetations intervals, and the theory of redal sets an be viewed as a theorythat manipulates expetation intervals in a prinipled manner. We assume dis-rete models in this paper, noting that an assessment of the form E[f(X)℄ = is equivalent to a linear inequality PX f(x)p(x) � .Conditioning is generally taken to mean elementwise appliation of Bayesrule; the onditional redal set Q(X jY ) is obtained by applying Bayes rule toeah element of the joint redal set Q(X;Y ) [8, 13℄.Consider �rst the omputation of upper expetations E[f(X)℄ with respetto redal sets spei�ed by linear onstraints. We obtain a linear program withanalysis going bak to the work of Boole and with extensions based on olumn-generated methods, as reviewed by Hansen et al [9℄.A more interesting hallenge is the omputation of upper posterior expe-tations E[f(X)jY ℄. Still assuming linear onstraints, we now have a linearfrational optimization problem [15℄. The most eÆient method to deal withthese problems seems to be the Charnes{Cooper transformation, whih reduesthe frational problem to a linear program [11, 14℄. Other methods, suh asWalley's iterative sheme and the Dinkelbah-Jagannatham algorithm (knownin statistis as Lavine's method) an be of value in spei� ases [6℄.An important situation in pratie is the omputation of E[f(X)jY ℄ with re-spet to a redal setQ(X) and a olletion of \likelihood" redal setsQ(Y jX = x),for all values of X . Surprisingly, we an still redue this problem to a linear pro-gram with some mild assumptions on the sets Q(Y jX = x), using an algorithmpresented in [6℄.We now onsider the impat of independene relations. The �rst diÆultyis that there are several de�nitions of independene for redal sets [5℄.One possible de�nition (epistemi independene) states that variables X andY are independent when E[f(X)jY ℄ = E[f(X)℄ and E[g(Y )jX ℄ = E[g(Y )℄ forany bounded funtions f(X) and g(Y ). Algorithms for inferene in multivari-ate models based on epistemi independene are presented in [7℄, but theiromputational omplexity seems to be quite high. A simple Markov hain asW ! X ! Y ! Z, where all variables are binary, all probabilities are de�nedby intervals, and eah variable is epistemially independent of all asendantsgiven the diret asendant, de�nes a redal set Q(W;X; Y; Z) with more than 6million extreme points!A seond possible de�nition for independene (strong independene) requiresthat any extreme point of Q(X;Y ) satis�es p(X jY ) = p(X) and p(Y jX) = p(Y ).Computation of upper posterior expetations is now a multilinear program withmany possible loal maxima. There has been great e�ort to solve suh pro-grams when multivariate models are represented by direted graphs (follow-ing the suessful theory of Bayesian networks). Exhaustive algorithms havebeen implemented; the JavaBayes system, freely distributed by the �rst authorat http://www.s.mu.edu/~javabayes, o�ers some support for strong indepen-dene. Simulated annealing and geneti searh have also been tested [3, 4℄. Al-though the optimization problem is a reverse geometri program [1℄, geometriduality annot be easily used here, beause the number of dual variables is po-2
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